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April 2018: 

Chronicles of a visit with tasting through the Bel Paese
Places of beauty and culture, artistic charms and fabulous nights:  

DOMENIS1898 reveals the stages of its sensory journey in the most realistic, fascinating and

intriguing corners of Italy.

LA 120 
We welcome in absolute preview the celebratory grappa of

our 120th birthday. 

Named speci�cally to celebrate the important anniversary of

one of the oldest Italian distilleries, LA 120 is the result of a

careful selection among the grappa jealously preserved in our

cellar in order to obtain a unique product, which encloses the

knowledge of the art of distilling in a precious decanter:

amber color, particularly intense and harmonious aroma,

velvety taste and aging in �ne wood barrels immersed in the

silence of a dark and mu�ed environment.

The beauty of Spring! 
Let's �nd out together a

simple but e�ective recipe,
to be enjoyed in spring

evenings ..

Spaghetti with  
tuna,

Cherry tomatoes
and grappa B&N

Refosco 
 

TYPE 

 Course: �rst

course 

 Skill level: easy 

 Serves: 4 

 Time: 20' 
 

INGREDIENTS

500 ml of white

wine 

1 l of water 

10 juniper berries 

1 bay leaf 

10 grains of green

pepper 

1 tuft of parsley 

400 g of fresh tuna 
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 Flambè Dinner of spring 
 "Al Gufo bianco" restaurant 

27 April Turin 
A series of gripping appointments dedicated to the �ne art

of �ambé dishes: from April 12 to June 7, «Arte in Tavola.

Flambé », the review promoted by the Piedmontese section

of the Association of Masters of Hospitality,  will present

each week an evening in a di�erent restaurant in the Turin

area with a large team of high-level chefs and at least one

dish �amed directly to the guest table. 

The "Al gufo bianco" restaurant will host the third

appointment on Friday, April 27, with a delicious menu not to

be missed.

GOCCE DI STILLA 
5-6 May Milan 

For a whole weekend - Saturday 5 and Sunday 6 May - we

will celebrate the grappa with Gocce di Stilla, an event

strongly wanted by the ANAG - Grappa and Acquaviti

Association. Distilleries from all over Italy will be located

along the evocative cloisters of the Palazzo delle Stelline,

ready to host the ever-growing public of grappa lovers, the

operators of the sector and those who are intrigued by this

evolving world, the best of the national grappa and spirits

production. 

DOMENIS1898 could not miss this event! We look forward to

seeing you with our products and our novelties that you can

taste. 

Do not miss the seminars with culinary combinations in

which our grappa will be protagonists! 

Free admission

Porsche Green Cup 2018 
4-5  May 

Milan and Bergamo 
For the �rst weekend of May, a double appointment

by Porsche Green Cup. 

Friday 4 May at the Golf Club Milano, and Saturday at the

320 g of spaghetti 

1 glass of B & N

Refosco grappa 

500 g of cherry

tomatoes 

30 g of extra virgin

olive oil 

1/2 onion 

Salt to taste

Step 1: First of all in a pot
we put the wine, water, bay

leaf, juniper berries,
peppercorns and a little

parsley. As soon as it comes
to boil, let's put the fresh

tuna slice that we will have
kept at least 15 minutes
under running water (so

that all the blood is
drained) and a pinch of
salt. Cook for about ten

minutes

Step 2: Drain, remove the
skin and the bones and

�llet the tuna. Let's keep it
aside. 

In a non-stick pan we put
the extra virgin olive oil,

let's brown the onion and
pour the tomatoes cut into
4 parts. Simmer with the B

& N Refosco grappa, and
continue to cook the
tomato for about ten

minutes. Finally add a
pinch of salt and the

�lleted tuna.

Step 3: Cook the spaghetti,
cut them al-dente and let
them jump with the sauce.

Serve and lastly sprinkle
with a pinch of chopped

parsley.
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Golf Club L'Albenza (BG) for the second and third stages of

the Porsche golf circuit.

VINITALY 2018 

15-18 April 
Another succesful edition for DOMENIS1898! 

Guest of honor our "LA 120", the grappa riserva celebrating

an important anniversary, the 120th year of the company. 

Many thanks to 

our exceptional bartender Luca Foresto, who has delighted

our guests with amazing new cocktails. 
 

Gin festival & White Spirits 
7-8 April 

The gin & white spirits event that took place in Milan at the

Marriot Hotel was once again a great success. 

The lovers of the distillates and in particular of the gin, have

been able to taste and appreciate our two gins, Cividat

Gin Geometrie and Trittico D4 dot gin. In purity or mixed in a

cocktail, the two gins have received many appreciations from

true admirers of the distillate.

 Bartender suggests... 

ROYAL SEASON 

Discover our new
products

LADY DOMENIS
Shade of orange

Brilliant orange colour and
unmistakable scent that
characterizes the elegant

aromatic notes of this
orange liqueur with a

unique taste. Ideal to be
tasted after meals, maybe

together with dark
chocolate to create the

right blend of aromas and
�avours. Perfect for

�avouring desserts and ice
creams.

LADY DOMENIS
Intense Orange

Liqueur rich in intense and 
full-�avored orange notes. 
A mellow mix of sweet and
bitter, wisely mixed, to be

conquered from. 
Appealing if tasted smooth,
perfect with ice, surprising

as ingredient for your
cocktails.
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Royal season is a versatile cocktail, suitable for after spring

and summer dinners. Two simple ingredients that give

freshness and harmony. Try our Domenis Special Edition

Picolit, the limited edition grappa, the unique ingredient for a

successful cocktail. 

 

4.5 cl of DOMENIS Special Edition Picolit 

1/2 Lemon 

 

Squeeze half a lemon in the shaker with ice, add 4.5 cl of the

DOMENIS Special Edition Picolit grappa, shake and pour into

a glass, the edge of which is �rst dipped in honey and then in

cinnamon.

LADY DOMENIS
Mint&Honey

Mint and honey liqueur
with a fresh and delicate

taste, with the extracts of
aromatic herbs conferring 

an intense and balsamic
�avour. 

A pleasant and unique end
of meal if enjoyed with ice. 

The unmistakable and
unique blend makes it

perfect as ingredient for
the preparation of cocktails

and 
long drinks too.

Follow updates, news, and posts by visiting our site and social

WEB: www.domenis1898.com EMAIL: info@domenis1898.com
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